Picornaviral RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRPs) have low replication fidelity that is essential for viral fitness and evolution. Their global fold consists of the classical “cupped right hand” structure with palm, fingers, and thumb domains, and these RdRPs also possess a unique contact between the fingers and thumb domains. This interaction restricts movements of the fingers, and RdRPs use a subtle conformational change within the palm domain to close their active sites for catalysis. We have previously shown that this core RdRP structure and mechanism provide a platform for polymerases to fine-tune replication rates and fidelity to optimize virus fitness. Here, we further elucidated the structural basis for differences in replication rates and fidelity among different viruses by generating chimeric RdRPs from poliovirus and coxsackievirus B3. We designed these chimeric polymerases by exchanging the fingers, pinky finger, or thumb domains. The results of biochemical, rapid-quench, and stopped-flow assays revealed that differences in biochemical activity map to individual modular domains of this polymerase. We found that the pinky finger subdomain is a major regulator of initiation and that the palm domain is the major determinant of catalytic rate and nucleotide discrimination. We further noted that thumb domain interactions with product RNA regulate translocation and that the palm and thumb domains coordinate control elongation complex stability. Several RdRP chimeras supported the growth of infectious poliovirus, providing insights into enterovirus species–specific protein–protein interactions required for virus replication.

Picornaviruses are a family of positive-strand RNA viruses responsible for a multitude of human and animal diseases. Upon infection, their 7.5-kb RNA genomes are directly translated via an internal ribosome entry site, yielding a ~250-kDa polyprotein that is cleaved into approximately a dozen individual proteins and multiple functional intermediates. RNA genome replication is carried out by the 3Dpoly protein, a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) that first uses the infecting RNA as a template for making negative-strand RNA and then uses these as templates for generating new positive-strand RNA for translation or for packaging into progeny virus particles. The ~460-residue picornaviral 3Dpoly enzymes are among the smallest viral RdRPs, yet their core structure and mechanism are retained in larger enzymes from other positive-strand RNA viruses (1–3), making them a useful model for studying RNA virus polymerase biochemistry.

The RdRP core structure has the classic polymerase resemblance to a cupped right hand with palm, fingers, and thumb domains. The palm domain contains conserved motifs A, B, and C that form the active site using the two-metal mechanism commonly found in replicative DNA polymerases (4), the finger domain binds template RNA, and the thumb domain interacts with dsRNA product. A notable and unique feature of positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs is that the fingers make direct contact with the top of the thumb domain, effectively encircling the active site and creating a short tunnel whereby NTPs enter the active site. Mutation of this interaction severely destabilizes poliovirus 3Dpoly in thermal denaturation studies (5), leading to the theory that the viral RdRPs evolved the fingers–thumb contact to stabilize the fold of a small polymerase encoded within the space limitations of a small viral genome. This stabilization in turn has major implications for both nucleotide addition and translocation mechanisms.

Replicative polymerases often use a swinging motion of their fingers domain to capture and then position NTPs in the active site for catalysis, and these interactions play important roles in nucleotide recognition and replication fidelity (6, 7). The reverse motions to open the active site after catalysis facilitate translocation by directly contacting the RNA template and pushing it by one base-pair register in a power-stroke driven by pyrophosphate release (8). In contrast, positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs with their thumb-tethered fingers domain cannot undergo such motions, and they instead use a subtle movement of motifs A and D within the palm domain to fully structure the active site for chemistry only upon NTP binding (9, 10). Their fingers domains remain essentially stationary during the nucleotide addition cycle, and their mechanism for translocation is not yet well-understood beyond an initial half base-step product strand movement seen in enterovirus 71 polymerase structures (11).

This simple active-site closure mechanism gives rise to the relatively low replication fidelity that is a common feature of positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs, and it results in progeny virus populations composed of a large pool of sequence variants that are sometimes referred to as quasispecies (12–15). The population consensus sequence defines the virus, but close
inspection of individual genomes show one or more random mutations relative to that consensus. This genetic diversity is essential for virus growth and spread, particularly in hosts in which the virus must replicate in a variety of cell types, and it has been shown that either increasing or decreasing polymerase fidelity will adversely affect virus growth (12, 16–18). To guard against hypermutation, RNA viruses also undergo recombination events whereby entire genome sections are swapped with counterparts from other viruses, allowing for the large-scale purging of deleterious mutations (19–22).

In a prior study of 3Dpol fidelity variants, we made the observation that despite having essentially identical structures, the poliovirus (PV) and coxsackievirus B3 (CV) enzymes differ drastically in their biochemical characteristics (23). PV 3Dpol elongates RNA 4-fold faster than CV 3Dpol with processive elongation rates of 88 versus 22 nucleotides/s at 37°C, and it does so with much lower nucleotide discrimination than the CV enzyme. Interestingly, mutations in motif A tend to reduce CV 3Dpol fidelity, whereas analogous mutations in PV polymerase tend to increase fidelity. This led to the hypothesis that the picornaviral polymerases represent a minimal RdRP core structure whose biochemical characteristics can be easily fine-tuned by mutations and evolution to optimize the growth of any given virus. The strongest fidelity variants identified to date have been in the palm domain, near the active site or within structurally coupled motifs A and D, but some have also been identified in the fingers domain (1, 24). Both NMR data and molecular dynamics calculations implicate long range protein dynamics networks as modulators of fidelity (25–28). This led us to ask whether the different 3Dpol structural domains serve distinct and separable functions during the catalytic cycle, and the extent to which they can modulate each other’s activity with respect to RNA replication functions. The project builds on prior work by Cornell and Semler (29) examining polyprotein processing and RNA-binding activities of chimeric poliovirus–coxsackievirus B3 3CD proteins, but with a focus on polymerase functions and a more detailed protein structure–driven approach.

In the work presented here, we use the high structural similarity of picornaviral polymerases to generate a set of chimeric enzymes that directly examine the role each polymerase structural domain plays in initiation, single cycle and processive elongation, translocation, elongation complex stability, and nucleotide discrimination. We also tested the ability of chimeric coxsackie–polio polymerases to support virus replication in cell culture.

**Results**

**Chimeric polymerase design and purification**

Polymerase domains for chimeric RdRPs were identified by inspection of superposed PV and CV 3Dpol structures (3, 30) and involve four distinct folding domains: the pinky finger subdomain, the fingers domain, the palm domain, and the thumb domain (Fig. 1A). We name these chimeric polymerases using a four-letter code in the order pinky–fingers–palm–thumb, with the letter “C” or “P” denoting which virus (CV or PV) each domain was derived from. Thus, PPCC is a chimeric polymerase with pinky and fingers domains from poliovirus and palm and thumb domains from coxsackievirus. The full set of chimeras generated are described under “Experimental procedures” with borders shown in Fig. 1B. The two WT proteins have 74% amino acid sequence identity and 86% similarity, and the CV enzyme is one residue longer because of a loop insertion at residue ~260 (Fig. 1B).

The chimeric polymerases generally expressed well in *Escherichia coli* and could be purified at high yield using the normal protocol of Ni-affinity, anion exchange, and size-exclusion chromatography followed by concentration to ~200 μM in 300 mM NaCl buffer. The one exception was the PPCC polymerase that had a tendency to aggregate upon concentration in high-salt buffer and during room-temperature initiation assays at micromolar concentrations in 75 mM salt, suggesting that its folding stability was compromised. This is not altogether unexpected considering the full fingers exchanges involve five different junction points inside an essentially contiguously folded domain boundary (Fig. 1B).

**Initiation rates and elongation complex stability**

Basic functionality was tested with RNA initiation assays that measure the time needed to form +1 RNA products after mixing polymerase with RNA and GTP, and with stability assays that provide a measure of stalled elongation complex lifetime. The initiation data were well fit by single exponential curves (Fig. 2, C and D), resulting in time constants that are dominated by a combination of RNA binding and a reorientation step that places the RNA into a catalytically competent conformation (Table 1). The WT PV (PPPP) and CV (CCCC) proteins have very different initiation times of 12 ± 2 and 1.4 ± 0.3 min, respectively. The data show this difference can almost entirely be attributed to the pinky finger structure; placing the CV pinky onto PV 3Dpol (CPPP) reduces initiation time from 12 to 2 min, and conversely placing the PV pinky on CV (PCCC) increases initiation time from 1.4 to 10 min. In contrast, swapping the entire fingers domains (CCPP and PPCC) leads to intermediate initiation times of 4 and 7 min, indicating that grafting the more extensive interdomain contacts between the palm and fingers domains disrupts but does not eliminate fingers domain function. Exchanging the thumb domains (PPPC and CCCP) had only minor effects on initiation rates.

The elongation complex stability assays test how much of the initiated RNA can be extended to full-length product after incubation in a high-salt buffer that prevents rebinding of RNA (Fig. 2); polymerase-bound RNA will be rapidly elongated to a +7 product, whereas dissociated RNA will remain as the +1 product. The WT elongation complexes are long-lived and inactivate with time constants of ~100 and ~150 min for PV and CV, respectively. All the chimeric polymerases form less stable complexes than their WT counterparts, with the smallest effects caused by the pinky swaps and the largest arising from the thumb swaps, but even the largest reductions of inactivation rate are less than 2-fold (Table 1). Notably, these experiments show that all the chimeric polymerases can form stable elongation complexes, enabling further biochemical analysis of nucleotide addition by rapid kinetics methods.
Rapid kinetics studies of elongation

Nucleotide incorporation kinetics were measured by stopped-flow fluorescence methods for processive elongation over a 20-nucleotide-long single-stranded RNA template (Fig. 3A) (31) and for a single nucleotide addition using CTP and 2'-deoxy-CTP (dCTP) templated by a guanosine (32) (Fig. 3B). The single cycle addition data were used to calculate a nucleotide discrimination factor as the ratio of the catalytic efficiencies for CTP and dCTP incorporation, i.e., $(k_{pol}/K_m)_{CTP} / (k_{pol}/K_m)_{dCTP}$. In this context we use $k_{pol}$ to indicate a full nucleotide addition cycle (NAC) going from NTP binding through catalysis and translocation, at which point we observed changes in 2-aminopurine fluorescence. We have previously shown that the biochemical discrimination factor, which is rooted in the importance of the NTP 2’-OH group in stabilizing the closed conformation active site (9), serves as a proxy of changes to polymerase replication fidelity that correlated with mutation frequencies observed by genome sequencing methods (16, 23).

The data from the full set of chimeric polymerases are summarized in Fig. 4 as plots of nucleotide discrimination factors versus the maximal processive elongation rates. The data from the pinky finger and complete fingers domain exchanges show a clear delineation of function in which the chimeric polymerases cluster by the origin of their palm and thumb domains (Fig. 4A). Exchanging the coxsackievirus pinky finger (CPPP) or full fingers domain (CCPP) onto PV 3Dpol has only minor effects on discrimination compared with the WT enzyme (PPPP), and this is also true for the converse PCCC versus CCC pinky exchange. The PPCC protein was prone to aggregation, suggesting that its folding is compromised, and it is highlighted with light gray text in the figures. The thumb domain exchanges, on the other hand, resulted in processive elongation rates and discrimination that were intermediates between those of the two WT enzymes (Fig. 4B). Exchanging the coxsackievirus pinky finger (CPPP) or full fingers domain (CCPP) onto PV 3Dpol has only minor effects on discrimination compared with the WT enzyme (PPPP), and this is also true for the converse PCCC versus CCC pinky exchange. The PPCC protein was prone to aggregation, suggesting that its folding is compromised, and it is identified with light gray text in the figures.

The thumb domain exchanges, on the other hand, resulted in processive elongation rates and discrimination that were intermediates between those of the two WT enzymes (Fig. 4B). Placing the coxsackievirus thumb onto poliovirus polymerase (PPPC) decreased the processive elongation rate, and conversely placing the poliovirus thumb onto coxsackievirus polymerase (CCCP) increased the processive elongation rate. The single cycle elongation data using 2-aminopurine translocation as a reporter showed similar $k_{pol}$ values of $\sim 28 \text{ s}^{-1}$.
Modular functions of picornavirus polymerase domains

Rapid quench kinetics

The intermediate rates and discrimination factors observed for the thumb-exchange polymerases led us to further dissect their mechanism by rapid chemical quench methods to directly monitor RNA product formation. A single RNA substrate (Fig. 5A) was used for (i) chemical quench with EDTA to assay the NTP capture step, (ii) acid quench to assay the active-site closure and chemistry steps via product formation rates, and (iii) stopped-flow fluorescence to assay the overall NAC by reporting on the final translocation step (Fig. 5, B–D). The experiments were done at 30 °C with Bio-Logic QFM-4000 and SFM-4000 instruments that use the same syringe systems for reagent delivery. The resulting $k_{obs}$ values were plotted against NTP concentration and fit to the equation $k_{obs} = k [\text{NTP}] / ((k/CE) + [\text{NTP}])$ to extract the catalytic efficiency, $CE = k_{CE}$, and rate constant, $k \pm \sigma_k$, and their standard errors directly from the data (Table 2). Using the standard definition of CE as $k/K_m$ then allows $K_m$ values to be calculated as $k/CE$, with its error ($\sigma_{K_m}$) obtained by standard root-mean-square error propagation.

Fitting these data generally required a double exponential function, of which only the faster phase showed NTP concentration dependence reflecting 70–80% of the observed amplitude. In a prior coxsackievirus 3Dpol study we also observed biphasic 2-aminopurine fluorescence data and attributed the constant phase to a slow ($k \approx 1 \text{ s}^{-1}$) final relaxation event within the post-translocation complex that slightly altered the 2-aminopurine environment (33). Here we now observed the same rate as a slow trailing phase of product formation in both the EDTA- and acid-quench experiments. Based on this, we conclude that this slower rate in fact represents a minor population of stalled elongation complexes that must undergo an initial slow transition event before becoming competent for NTP binding and catalysis, at which point they presumably progress through the NAC normally. The molecular nature of this event is not known, but it may be related to a conformational change step that occurs after RNA binding and before catalytic competence (34).

EDTA-quench derived rates that reflect nucleotide capture are very similar at 56 ± 3 and 59 ± 5 s$^{-1}$ for the WT PV and CV enzymes (Table 2), and these values are not significantly altered by the thumb domain exchanges that yield rates of 56 ± 2 and 60 ± 4 for PPPC and CCCP, respectively. In contrast, the acid quench data show that elongation product formation occurs more slowly at rates of 42 ± 2 and 35 ± 3 s$^{-1}$ for the WT PV and CV enzymes, respectively, and in this case both PPPC and CCCP thumb-exchanged enzymes have an intermediate rate of 37 s$^{-1}$. Thus, the CV thumb slows product formation by PV polymerase, and conversely the PV thumb accelerates product formation by CV polymerase. These observations are echoed and exacerbated in the translocation-dependent $k_{3AP}$ values that reflect completion of the NAC; the PV polymerase rate is further slowed from 41 ± 4 to 31 ± 3 s$^{-1}$, and the CV polymerase rate increases from 33 ± 4 to 38 ± 5 s$^{-1}$.

The WT PV polymerase has higher catalytic efficiency than the CV enzyme in all three assays, which is primarily a reflection of higher-affinity nucleotide binding. This is most apparent in EDTA-quench data that are sensitive to the initial NTP
capture event, in which the two polymerase efficiencies differ 1.6-fold, but the trend of higher PV efficieny is also observed in the acid-quench and 2-aminopurine fluorescence assays, in which the thumb exchange reduces the PPC efficiencies to be comparable with those of the WT CV. These data indicate the biochemical functions of the palm and thumb domains are tightly coordinated to maximize the speed of the nucleotide addition cycle after the rate-limiting chemistry step.

**Two-cycle elongation assays**

To further investigate the different effects of palm and thumb domains on NAC rates, we carried out stopped-flow fluorescence studies with an RNA that was sensitive to two nucleotide incorporation steps (Fig. 6A). The 3Dpol elongation complex structures show that the downstream +3 base on the template strand is partially stacked on the further downstream +4 base, and as a result its fluorescence will be quenched compared with the fully unstacked +2 position (35). This allowed us to design an RNA wherein a 2-aminopurine would start in the low-fluorescence +3 site, transition through the high-fluorescence +2 site, and finally enter the low-fluorescence +1 site, in which elongation is effectively terminated by a lack of rapid nucleotide incorporation opposite the 2-aminopurine template. Initiation was done via the incorporation of a four-nucleotide GAGA sequence to generate stalled elongation complexes, and the stopped-flow fluorescence data reflect two sequential cytosine incorporation events. The data were analyzed using KinTek Explorer (KinTek Corp, Austin TX) (36, 37) with a double incorporation model in which two CTP-binding equilibria and two translocation rates were fit simultaneously. The explicit modeling of the full data sets also required inclusion of the slow activation step discussed above for a portion of the stalled elongation complexes, and it is this population that give rise to the slow trailing decrease observed in the fluorescence traces ($k \approx 1 \text{s}^{-1}$). The fraction of total elongation complex in the initially "inactive" state represented 30–40% of the total 20 nM complex used in the reaction and was determined empirically for each data set because it varied for each initiation reaction.

**Fig. 6B** shows the data obtained from the two WT and two thumb-exchanged polymerases as the CTP concentration was titrated from 6 $\mu$M (red trace) to 46 $\mu$M (purple trace). Each titration series data set was collected using the variable volume mixing capabilities of the SFM-4000 instrument in ~10 min from initial instrument loading, which helps maintain consistent signal amplitudes by minimizing decay of the stalled elongation complex during the experiment. A visual comparison of the data traces from the two WT polymerases shows that PV 3Dpol is faster than CV 3Dpol; at the highest CTP concentrations with near maximal rates, PV 3Dpol reaches peak fluorescence in ~60 ms versus the slower ~90 ms needed for CV 3Dpol. The thumb exchanges affect this rate, slowing PPCP relative to the WT PPPP enzyme and accelerating CCCP relative to CCCC (Fig. 6B). Fitting these data to a double elongation model yielded $K_m$ and $k_{pol}$ values for both nucleotide incorporation cycles (Fig. 6C). For all four polymerases, the second nucleotide incorporation was more efficient than the first, and this was primarily driven by 2–3-fold faster $k_{pol}$ rates. WT PV was faster than WT CV polymerase with rates for the second event of 38 s$^{-1}$ versus 24 s$^{-1}$, and exchanging the thumb domains essentially reversed this relationship, with PPCP slowing to 27 s$^{-1}$ while CCCP became faster at 32 s$^{-1}$. The effects on CTP $K_D$ values were relatively minor, ranging from 5 to 15 $\mu$M among all the constructs, and unlikely to have significant effects on elongation rates at millimolar physiological nucleotide concentrations. Last, the activation rates for the slow population of stalled elongation complexes ranged from 0.8 to 1.9 s$^{-1}$. These changed slightly with the thumb exchanges and appear to be somewhat faster with the PV thumb, although that is not a definitive conclusion from this limited data set. We did also attempt to fit a more comprehensive kinetic model involving discrete nucleotide-binding, chemistry, and translocation steps using global fitting of the EDTA, acid quench, and fluorescence data sets described in Fig. 5, but could not get satisfactory convergence of all the kinetic parameters involved.

**Infectious virus studies**

We tested whether the domain-exchanged polymerases could support virus growth by inserting their coding sequence into both poliovirus and coxsackievirus genomes, generating viral RNA by T7 transcription, and transfecting that RNA into HeLa cells. We did not recover any virus using the coxsackievirus
background, but in the poliovirus background we recovered infectious virus from both the pinky finger (CPPP) and full fingers (CCPP) domain-exchanged polymerases (Fig. 7A). The titers of virus from the initial RNA transfections were $10^{-100}$-fold lower than those of the WT virus ($5 \times 10^5$ to $10^6$ versus $10^8$ PFU/ml), but upon subsequent reinfection the domain-exchanged viruses replicated as well as WT poliovirus. Sequencing showed the chimeric polymerase constructs were genetically stable without any additional mutations arising within their 3CD polyprotein regions.

To address the possibility that the domain exchange with the coxsackievirus thumb prevented virus replication by disrupting a known interaction between the PV palm and thumb domains (see “Discussion”), we made two mutations in the PPPC
Figure 4. Nucleotide discrimination factor versus processive elongation rate plots. A, pinky and full fingers exchanges showing that the chimeric polymerases cluster according to their palm domains. The PPCC construct is shown in gray to reflect that it is an unstable protein that is prone to aggregation. B, data from the two thumb exchange polymerases showing elongation rates and nucleotide discrimination factors that are intermediate between the two WT enzymes.

Figure 5. Rate and catalytic efficiency determination for individual steps of nucleotide addition cycle. A, RNA hairpin construct used for rapid chemical quench and stopped-flow experiments. Briefly, stable EC was formed using a two-nucleotide “lock,” the 5’-fluorescein was used for quantitation of gel bands, and the internal 2-aminopurine was used for stopped-flow analysis of single CMP incorporation. Nucleotide capture parameters were determined by EDTA rapid quench, active-site closure and chemistry were determined by acid quench, and overall nucleotide addition cycle completion was determined using translocation-dependent changes in 2-aminopurine fluorescence. B, example EDTA rapid quench data showing starting RNA, +2 “locked” EC, and formation of +3 species over time at a single CTP concentration. Concentration dependence of observed rates at all eight CTP concentrations tested is shown below. C, Example acid-quench data at a single CTP concentration with rate concentration dependence plot shown below. For both B and C, note that there is a minor impurity band running above the starting and +2 RNA species bands, and this was corrected for in the data analysis by subtracting a value corresponding to 4% of the observed +2 band intensity. D, fluorescence trace for an example CTP titration series and the corresponding rate concentration dependence plot.
construct to make its coxsackievirus thumb more polio-like. These T447LCV and A450E<sub>CV</sub> surface mutations effectively restore the poliovirus Leu<sup>146</sup> and Gln<sup>149</sup> residues involved in the 3D<sup>pol</sup>–3D<sup>pol</sup> interface, resulting in mutant chimeric polymerases we call PPPC<sub>im</sub> (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, introducing these two mutations restored virus growth, resulting in small-plaque phenotype viruses that titered at near WT levels after one passage in HeLa cells. We recovered viruses with the thumb domain exchange starting before (PPPC<sub>im</sub>) and after (PPPC<sub>sm</sub>) the 3D<sup>pol</sup> motif E primer grip region, indicating that this element can also be exchanged between viruses. In an attempt to recover spontaneous mutations that could further enhance virus growth, we carried out 10 serial blind passages of viruses containing mutated coxsackievirus thumb domains under conditions that would potentially select for more rapidly replicating viruses. However, the resulting PPPC<sub>sm</sub> and PPPC<sub>im</sub> viruses retained small plaque phenotypes and were indistinguishable from P<sub>1</sub> viruses. Sequencing of 30 TOPO-TA clones for each virus also failed to show any minor population variants or additional mutations in either 3D<sup>pol</sup> or 3Cpro coding regions.

Several chimeras were nonviable (NV) following initial transfections and infections, because no plaques were detected at P<sub>0</sub> and P<sub>1</sub> (Fig. 7, A and B). After 10 cycles of passage, neither CPE nor plaques were observed for the following NV chimeras: PPPCs, PPPC<sub>y</sub>, CCCC, PPCC, PCCC, and CCCC. cDNA also failed to yield PCR products, indicating that neither cytopathic nor noncytopathic virus were present (38). These data reinforce other studies of interspecies incompatibility when swapping enterovirus B and C polymerases (39). Notably, T447LCV and A450E<sub>CV</sub> mutations in the CV thumb domain of PPPC chimeras overcome one aspect of this interspecies incompatibility (Fig. 7, PPPC<sub>im</sub> and PPPC<sub>sm</sub>).

**Discussion**

The picornaviral 3D<sup>pol</sup> enzymes are generally considered the smallest viral polymerases and their core structure composed of palm, fingers, and thumb domains is highly conserved at the structural level despite sequence divergence (1, 9, 35, 40, 41). Structures of polymerases alone and their complexes with RNA have provided insights into the molecular architecture and mechanisms of the elongation complex, including the RNA path through the enzyme and the existence of a unique palm domain–based active-site closure mechanism that can be used to fine-tune replication fidelity. In the study presented here we use poliovirus and coxsackievirus B3 polymerases, two enzymes with inherently different elongation rates and nucleotide discrimination factors (23), to examine the extent to which different biochemical functions could be assigned to modular 3D<sup>pol</sup> structural domains.

**Pinky finger controls RNA binding**

Initiation, measured as a combination of slow RNA binding followed by the faster first nucleotide addition, is primarily controlled by the pinky finger because exchanging this structural element between the two polymerases almost perfectly reverses their initiation times. From a structural perspective, the pinky finger forms the outer wall of the template RNA channel and it contacts the RNA both before and after the active site. Notably, the pinky finger contains the polymerase motif G sequence within residues 109–118 that (i) fold into the major groove of the nascent duplex, (ii) interacts with the single-stranded template backbone via residues 114 and 115 that are opposite the +2 nucleotide-binding pocket, and (iii) ends with Tyr<sup>118</sup> located at the opening of a putative extended RNA entry channel (42). Folded above motif G, there is an extended conformation for residues 124–139 that includes Arg<sup>128</sup> and Lys<sup>133</sup>, both of which contact product-strand phosphate groups, and Lys<sup>127</sup>, which interacts with a template-strand phosphate. This latter interaction is interesting because it is stabilized by an intricate protein fold wherein motif G residues wrap around the aliphatic portion of the Lys<sup>127</sup> side chain to position its NH<sub>2</sub> group for an electrostatic contact with the template-strand phosphate of the priming base pair. As such, this is a direct link between proper folding of the pinky finger and structural interactions that recognize and/or position the RNA in the active site. The Lys<sup>127</sup> residue is conserved in enteroviruses, and there is rapid reversion of an introduced K127A mutation, indicating the lysine is required for poliovirus replication (42). The pinky finger also contains a conserved cis-Pro<sup>119</sup> flanked by conserved Gly<sup>117</sup> and Gly<sup>124</sup> residues in a folding motif that may be poised for conformational changes via proline cis/trans-isomerization (41), and a G117A mutation results in complete loss of electron density for residues 112–129, suggesting cooperative folding within the pinky finger (43).

Based on this, we propose that motions and folding transitions within the pinky finger open the polymerase for template loading and then lock the RNA into place for processive elongation. The pinky finger folding does not require the presence of nucleic acid, as shown by essentially identical conformations in the absence and presence of RNA for multiple picornaviral polymerases (1, 3). Initiation kinetics could thus be governed by either the rate of pinky unfolding to open the template RNA channel or by the rate of pinky refolding to lock the RNA in place. We do not yet know which of these events explains the different rates of the PV and CV pinky fingers but suspect the

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleotide capture EDTA quench</th>
<th>Active-site closure and chemistry acid quench</th>
<th>Complete catalytic cycle stopped flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D&lt;sup&gt;pol&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Catalytic efficiency</td>
<td>k&lt;sub&gt;EDTA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPP</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPC</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCC</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Modular functions of picornavirus polymerase domains**
Figure 6. Kinetic modeling of double CMP incorporation reaction. A, RNA construct used for two CMP incorporation steps studied by stopped-flow 2-aminopurine fluorescence. The elongation complex structure shows the different environments for the 2-aminopurine as it is translocated from the +3 to the +2 and then to the +1 site after the two CMP incorporation cycles. B, kinetic model used for analysis by global fitting in the program Kintek Explorer. Each nucleotide addition cycle incorporation step is fitted to a CTP dissociation constant (KD1 and KD2) and an elongation rate constant (kCTP1, kCTP2), and a slow activation step (kact) is used to account for ~35% of the 20 nM total locked elongation complexes being in a relaxed state (ER0r) at the beginning of the stopped-flow time course (see text). B, fluorescence traces showing raw data with simulated traces and associated residuals from the fitted kinetic model for the two WT (PPPP and CCCC) and thumb-exchanged (PPPC and CCCP) polymerases. The data were collected at eight different CTP concentrations, the curves reflect KinTek Explorer model obtained by a global fit of the data, residuals are shown above each data plot, and the vertical dashed lines are visual aids that reflect the time position of peak fluorescence for each WT polymerase (PV in red and CV in blue). C, bar graphs showing rate constants for the overall nucleotide addition cycle, CTP K_D values, and activation rates of the four polymerases. Error bars represent standard errors of the parameters obtained from the global fits.
slower initiation rate for PV 3D\textsuperscript{pol} is due to a slow refolding event based on the higher B-factors observed in structures solved in the absence versus presence of RNA. Considering the pinky finger as a semi-independent functional unit also makes sense in the context of other RdRP structures: although picornaviral polymerase structures are almost identical, there is a distinct difference in the pinky finger whereby a surface helix composed of residues 128–138 in PV is rotated ~90° in the aphtho-, cardio-, and kobuviral polymerases (40, 44). This alternate helix rotation is also seen in noroviral and caliciviral polymerases, whose overall structures are quite similar to the picornaviral ones.

**Thumb domain affects translocation**

The pinky and full fingers exchanged chimeras both kept the palm and thumb domains together in a polymerase “core,” and the elongation rates and nucleotide discrimination factors cluster according to this core, i.e. CPPP and CCPP are polio-like, whereas PCCC and PPCC are coxsackie-like (Fig. 4). It is only when we separate the palm and thumb with the PPCP and CCCP constructs that we get intermediate values for the elongation rates and discrimination factors. To investigate this further, we used a combination of rapid chemical quench and stopped-flow fluorescence experiments (Fig. 5 and Table 2). Data from both the EDTA- and acid-quench experiments show that nucleotide incorporation rates and catalytic efficiencies follow the origin of the palm and fingers domains, whereas the translocation rates follow the origin of the thumb domain.

The EDTA quench experiments reflect the kinetics of NTP capture that ultimately results in product formation, even if subsequent steps needed to do chemistry are slow; once bound to the polymerase, the NTP-Mg\textsuperscript{2+} complex is effectively immune to chelation of its Mg\textsuperscript{2+} ion by EDTA present in the bulk solution. Exchanging the thumb domains does not significantly alter the observed EDTA-quench rates, indicating that the thumb does not play a major role in the first step of the NAC. Next, acid-quench experiments were used to investigate the rate at which active-site closure and chemistry for +1 product formation occur. Unlike the EDTA quench, this assay immediately stops the reaction through protonation of active-site groups and protein denaturation. The acid-quench rates are slower than the capture step rates because they include the additional molecular motions needed to close the active site and perform chemistry. The PPPC thumb exchange reduced both the rate and catalytic efficiency compared with PPPP, indicating that the thumb domain can exert an indirect effect on the chemistry step. This is likely due to altering the exact positioning and/or motions of the priming ribose in the active site. Last, the 2-aminopurine fluorescence data reports on template translocation, the last step in the NAC. The WT polymerases have \( k_{\text{2AP}} \) values that are only slightly slower than their \( k_{\text{acid}} \) rates, indicating that translocation is normally a rapid step following catalysis. In contrast, the thumb exchanges resulted in an almost perfect reversal of the observed rates. The double CMP incorporation data similarly showed that placing the PV thumb onto CV polymerase increased NAC rates by \( \approx 40\% \), and conversely the CV thumb slowed PV polymerase by \( \approx 40\% \) (Fig. 6). This two-cycle modeling also showed that for any polymerase, the second nucleotide addition was more efficient than the first, primarily because of 2–3-fold faster incorporation rates. This likely reflects subtle biochemical and dynamics changes in the 3D\textsuperscript{pol}-RNA complex as it transitions to the more processive state of a true elongation complex.

Altogether, these kinetic data are consistent with previous studies showing that active-site closure is the rate-limiting step in the 3D\textsuperscript{pol} catalytic cycle (45). Structures of 3D\textsuperscript{pol} elongation complexes show that this step involves a subtle movement within the palm domain whereby the C-terminal end of motif A moves to fully form the three-stranded β-sheet with motif C and position the active-site aspartates for catalysis (9). This is...
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associated with movements of motif D, which forms the outer edge of the NTP entry tunnel and interacts tightly with motif A via backbone hydrogen bonding and cofolding (24, 32, 46). All these interactions are within the palm domain, consistent with our data showing that this domain is the primary effector of both the nucleotide-binding and chemistry steps. The new revelation from our thumb-exchanged polymerases is that the thumb domain plays a role in controlling translocation, the final step in the nucleotide addition cycle.

Poliovirus replication studies

In a PV background we recovered viruses with near WT titers for both the CPPP and CCPP polymerases, showing that both the pinky and the full fingers could be exchanged without significant impact on viral replication. We initially did not recover any virus from the thumb-exchanged polymerases, and because of the biochemical coupling between the palm and thumb domains, we tested this with constructs in which the palm–thumb junction point was located either before or after the motif E primer-grip element. However, an alternative explanation for this result can be found in the observation that the poliovirus thumb domain has been implicated in the formation of two different protein–protein interfaces. The first is with the palm of another 3Dpol to form long polymerase fibers (47, 48) and sheet-like structures (49–51), and the second is a biochemically identified interaction with the 3C domain of the viral 3CDpro protease to stabilize the viral uridylylation complex (52). To further explore the significance of these interfaces for virus growth, we made the coxsackie thumb of PPPC more polio-like by restoring two PV surface residues, Leu446 and Glu449 (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, these two mutations resulted in near WT titers of chimeric PPPCsm and PPPCim viruses, clearly indicating that this region of the thumb-domain surface is essential for poliovirus replication. We further attempted to obtain viruses with improved growth characteristics by serial passaging of the PPPCsm and PPPCim viruses under conditions that would favor the emergence of variants carrying spontaneous mutations. The locations of such mutations could have validated the importance of either the 3DPol–3DPol or the 3DPol–3CDpro interface, but unfortunately none were obtained.

Conclusions

In this study we used the high similarity of poliovirus and coxsackievirus polymerases to generate chimeric 3DPol enzymes and determine the extent to which different biochemical functions could be assigned to RdRP structural domains. The results showed that the pinky finger plays a key role in initiation, whereas nucleotide discrimination and catalysis are primarily associated with the palm domain, and the thumb domain subtly impacts the translocation step and elongation complex stability. We propose a general model for positive-strand RNA virus polymerases wherein the pinky forms a semi-independent subdomain atop the fingers domain whose folding transitions regulate template strand access to the active site.

Experimental procedures

Chimeric polymerase construction

The pinky finger exchanges, i.e. CPPP and PCCC proteins, are a straightforward swap of a single contiguous segment from residues 66–150, which includes all of polymerase motif G. In contrast, the full fingers domain exchange is more complicated because it has five cross-over points with the palm domain, and it forms a structural contact with the top of the thumb. The palm–fingers junction points chosen were based on the palm residues resolved and modeled in the original WT PV 3DPol structure (Protein Data Bank entry 1RDR), in which a crystal packing interaction led to the complete unfolding of the fingers domain (41, 53). Note, however, that residues 27–37 at the tip of the index finger were always matched with the origin of the thumb domain so as to preserve the native fingers–thumb contact (Fig. 1B). For the thumb-domain exchanges, polymerases were made with two different junction points located on either side of motif E, often referred to as the “primer-grip” element in the reverse transcriptase literature. These polymerases are designated with a subscripted “i” for a long thumb exchange that includes motif E (PPPCi) and a subscripted “s” for a short thumb exchange beginning after motif E (PPPCs). These two thumb-exchange sites generally provided equivalent results in biochemistry experiments, and data are reported for the long thumb junction point that begins with residue 369PV (370CV) unless explicitly stated.

The chimeric polymerase genes were assembled into a T7-based expression vector with the In-Fusion cloning kit (Clontech) using a combination of PCR products, oligonucleotides, and GeneBloc fragments (IDT Inc., Coralville, IA, USA) as needed, and the final constructs were verified by sequencing. Polymerase expression and purification were carried out as previously described (54), with the final purification step being size-exclusion chromatography into a buffer composed of 5 mM Tris, pH 7, 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (TCEP), 20% glycerol.

Initiation and stability

Initiation rates were assayed using 5 μM polymerase, 0.5 μM “10+1_12” RNA (54), and 40 μM GTP at room temperature in 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES, pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. 1-μl samples were removed at various time points up to 15 min and added to 19 μl of quench buffer containing 50 mM EDTA, 400 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES, pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. After the initiation reaction had progressed for 15 min, the assay for the temporal stability of the resulting elongation complexes was begun by adding 10 μl of the initiation reaction to 90 μl of 300 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 50 mM HEPES, pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP, wherein the high salt concentration limited further initiation and reinitiation by preventing RNA binding. The amount of competent elongation complex still present in this solution was tested at various points over a 4-h period by removing 5-μl aliquots and mixing them with 5 μl of buffer containing 160 μM each of ATP, GTP, and UTP, followed by a 2-min elongation reaction to produce full-length products before quenching with EDTA. The samples were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis using 20% 19:1 polyacrylamide,
7 mM urea, 1× TBE gels. RNA bands were detected using a Li-Cor Odyssey 9120 IR imager system to visualize the IR dye 800RS (Li-Cor Biosciences) label on the RNA tetraloop, as previously described (54). The data were mathematically fit to single exponential equations using Kaleidograph (Synergy Software) to determine time constants for the increased formation of +1 product in the initiation assay or the decreased formation of +7 chase product in the stability assay.

**Enzyme kinetics assays**

Stopped-flow fluorescence methods were used to measure kinetics of processive elongation (31) and single-nucleotide incorporation (32). Stalled elongation complexes were first generated by incubating 15 µM polymerase with 10 µM RNA in 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl₂, 25 mM HEPES, pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, and 60 µM each of ATP and GTP for 15 min. The resulting complexes were diluted 200-fold to a final RNA concentration of 50 nM with 50 mM HEPES, pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl₂, generating the sample that was loaded into the stopped-flow instrument and then further diluted 2-fold (final concentration, 25 nM) when mixed with either only CTP or all four NTPs in the reaction cell. MgCl₂ was always maintained at 4 mM excess over the total NTP concentration, and for the processive elongation assays the four NTPs were present at equimolar concentrations. Kinetics data were collected at 30°C using a Bio-Logic SFM-4000 titrating stopped-flow instrument with a MOS-500 spectrometer. Fluorescence data from the single CMP incorporation and processive elongation reactions were fit using Kaleidograph (Synergy Software, Reading, PA), and data from double CMP incorporation reactions were analyzed and modeled using KinTek Explorer (Kin-Tek Corp, Austin, TX, USA) (36, 37).

Rapid chemical quench experiments were done by first forming stalled elongation complexes with 15 µM polymerase and 10 µM 5′-fluorescein-labeled RNA for 15 min at room temperature in buffer containing 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl₂, 25 mM HEPES, pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, 200 µM ATP, and 60 µM GTP. The resulting complexes were diluted 20-fold to a final concentration of 500 nM RNA with reaction buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES, pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl₂. Polymerase complexes were further diluted 2-fold in the Bio-Logic QFM-4000 instrument when mixed with various concentrations of CTP, the single-nucleotide substrate, made up in this same buffer. The QFM-4000 instrument controls reaction time by varying flow rate through a 3-µl reaction chamber that ends at mixing with the quench solution. Stalled elongation complex and CTP were mixed and allowed to react for times ranging from 5 to 2000 ms before quenching with either 300 mM EDTA (final concentration, 100 mM) or 3 M HCl (final concentration, 1 M). A total of 15 µl of each component was used in the reaction, resulting in 45-µl final sample volumes. For the acid quench, 30 µl of the final sample was manually added to 30 µl of 1 M NaOH, 300 mM MES so as to neutralize the samples prior to gel analysis. The reaction products were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis on 20% polyacrylamide (19:1), 7 mM urea, 1× TBE gels, and imaged using the 488-nm channel of an Amersham Biosciences Typhoon Imager. Product formation rates were measured at eight different CTP concentrations with 8–12 time points collected for each concentration. Gel bands were quantified using the program PeakFit (Systat Software) to analyze lane scans by fitting band profiles to Gaussian peaks and closely spaced peaks in a given lane used a common (fitted) peak width to improve quantitation of weak bands. We verified that the 5′-fluorescein modification (56-FAM from IDT Technologies, Inc.) was chemically resistant to the acid-quench conditions.

**Virus replication studies**

The chimeric polymerases were cloned into the full-length infectious poliovirus cDNA using the In-Fusion method (Clontech) with PCR products, and proper insertion was verified by sequencing. RNA was transcribed from MluI-linearized plasmids using T7 RNA polymerase (Ampliscribe T7 high-yield transcription kit; CellScript Inc.), and 1 µg was transfected in triplicate into ~10⁶ HeLa cells in 35-mm 6-well plates using Transmessenger transfection reagent (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Transfected cells were fed with 2 ml of cell culture medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin) and incubated at 37°C. The cells were examined for cytopathic effect (CPE) at 24, 48, 72, and 96 h post-transfection. Infectious virus (P₀, passage zero) was harvested following three rounds of freeze–thaw at the time of CPE (or 96 hours post transfection when CPE was absent) and quantified by plaque assay. P₀ virus was then used to infect ~10⁶ HeLa cells in T₂₅ flasks at a multiplicity of infection of 10 PFU/cell. Infected cells were incubated with 12 ml of cell culture medium. P₁ virus was harvested by freeze–thawing cells at 24–72 h postinfection (hpi), based on the timing of cytopathic effects, and quantified by plaque assay.

The P₁ virus RNA genomes were analyzed to verify the presence and integrity of the chimeric polymerase constructs. P₁ virus (8 ml) was layered onto 3 ml of 30% (w/v) sucrose in PBS followed by centrifugation at 36,000 rpm for 4 h at 4°C using a Beckman SW41 rotor. Pelleted material containing virus was resuspended in 400 µl of 0.5% SDS buffer (0.5% SDS, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and 100 mM NaCl). Virion RNA was isolated by phenol:chloroform:isomyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Virion RNA was solubilized in 10 µl of water. cDNA was synthesized using 2 µl of virion RNA in 20-µl reactions using Superscript III (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase and a primer complementary to poliovirus nucleotides 7415–7440 in the 3′ NTR (nucleotides 7440–7415, 5′-CTCCGAAT-TAAAGAAAATTACCC-3′). The reactions were incubated at 65°C for 5 min, followed by the addition of RT, followed by further incubation at 55°C for 1 h and 70°C for 15 min. cDNA corresponding to the 3′ region of poliovirus RNA was amplified using the following primers: forward primer (nucleotides 5816–5838), 5′-CTC GGT GGG CGC CAA ACT GCT CG-3′; and reverse primer (nucleotides 7415–7740), 5′-CTC CGA ATT AAA GAA AAA TTT ACC CC-3′.

PCRs (50 µl) containing 2 µl of viral cDNA were incubated for 2 min at 95°C and subjected to 30 cycles of PCR (94°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 2 min) and a final extension at 72°C for 2 min. PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel
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electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining. Plasmid DNAs and viral cDNAs (~3 μl of PCR products – ExoSAP treated) were sequenced using the forward and reverse primers noted above in the University of Colorado Cancer Center DNA Sequencing Core Laboratory.

Serial passage of PPC viruses

Viruses containing the two mutated thumb-exchanged polymerases, PPC_{sm} and PPC_{lm}, exhibited a small plaque phenotype, and serial passage in HeLa cells was used to see whether both the genotypes and phenotypes of these viruses were stable. ~10^7 HeLa cells in T_75 flasks were infected with 1 ml of P_1 progeny virus (a multiplicity of infection of ~10 PFU/cell). The virus was harvested at 24 hpi by three rounds of freeze–thaw in 10 ml of culture medium. After 10 cycles of infection, plaque assays were used to examine viral titers and plaque phenotypes, and viral cDNA was prepared as described above. Viral cDNA was sequence both before and after TOPO-TA cloning. 30 TOPO-TA clones were sequenced in the 3CD region of the genome to look for individual variants within the population. PPC_{sm} and PPC_{lm} viruses retained small plaque phenotypes after 10 cycles of infection and were indistinguishable from P_1 viruses. No mutations were detected in PPC_{sm} and PPC_{lm} viruses after 10 cycles of infection beyond those engineered into each virus.

Serial passage of nonviable chimeras

Several chimeras were not viable following initial transfections and infections because no plaques were detected at P_0 and P_1. For these NV chimeras (PPPCsm, PPPCm, CCCP, PPCC, PCCC, and CCCC), we used serial passage in HeLa cells to see whether viable virus would arise during passage. Undiluted P_0 was used to inoculate ~10^7 HeLa cells in T_75 flasks. The cells were monitored by microscopy for CPE. At 96 hpi, the cells were subjected to three rounds of freeze–thaw in 10 ml of culture medium. After 10 cycles of serial passage, plaque assays were used to detect virus, and cDNA was prepared from medium cultured. After 10 cycles of serial passage, neither CPE nor plaques were observed for these NV chimeras. No mutations were detected in PPPCsm and PPPClm viruses (a multiplicity of infection of 10^7 PFU/cell). The virus was harvested at 24 hpi by three rounds of freeze–thaw in 10 ml of culture medium. After 10 cycles of infection, plaque assays were used to examine viral titers and plaque phenotypes, and viral cDNA was prepared as described above. Viral cDNA was sequence both before and after TOPO-TA cloning. 30 TOPO-TA clones were sequenced in the 3CD region of the genome to look for individual variants within the population. PPC_{sm} and PPC_{lm} viruses retained small plaque phenotypes after 10 cycles of infection and were indistinguishable from P_1 viruses. No mutations were detected in PPC_{sm} and PPC_{lm} viruses after 10 cycles of infection beyond those engineered into each virus.
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